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Who are we?
The hotel industry is going through a reset. People are not 

just looking to travel again, they are looking for meaningful 

emotional connections and memories. Paradox Hotel Group 

was born out of an extensive study of this evolution and our 

firm belief that a hotel should be more than just rooms and a 

bed – it should be a communal hub where visitors and locals 

can mix, mingle and congregate. Our goal is to create hotels 

that become local champions, places where locals embrace, 

support and frequent. We strongly believe that a distinct identity 

rooted in local culture is crucial for a successful hotel group. 

Our global teams possess decades of experience and an 

established network of industry partners, having developed and 

operated numerous high-profile hotels worldwide. We strive 

to be at the vanguard of curating inspiring and exceptional 

experiences for our travelers, so it was imperative to not only 

come out with our own distinct brand but also create something 

that would exceed expectations by challenging the industry 

status quo. We have always wanted to consolidate our hotels, 

and the time to embark on this meaningful journey is right now.  

JOO KIM TIAH, CEO

BRAND FOREWORD

Who are we?
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TONY MEDD 

General Manager, 
Paradox Hotel Vancouver

At Paradox Hotel Vancouver, 

we believe that luxury is more 

about being able to live, enjoy, 

experience and make memories 

with the most important people 

in our lives. Our vision for this 

hotel is to create vibrant social 

spaces that facilitate authentic 

relationships between our guests, 

the city and its people.  

We’re not always aware of the 

prevailing norms of our industry 

or “traditional conventions” 

because we’re so focused on 

building on what we love about 

hospitality. We don’t stick to the 

rules of how traditional hotel 

teams are supposed to operate —

and some might consider that as 

we’re challenging the status quo.  

But there’s a fascinating and 

beautiful paradoxical spirit in 

Vancouver where world-class 

luxury and laid-back lifestyles 

go hand-in-hand. The Paradox 

Hotel Vancouver is one of the 

most stunning buildings in the 

city. Still, we are building out 

something more than just another 

accommodation – we are 

building a lifestyle.

LORRAINE SIMONDS

Director of Brand Experience, 
Paradox Hotels 

There’s a fascinating duality 

at the heart of every person—

something you only get to 

discover when you enter into a 

joy-reaping relationship with 

people. 

At the heart of this is what 

Paradox is all about: authentic 

relational connection with our 

own approach to hospitality. 

We conceived Paradox to be 

playfully refined yet curiously 

unconventional in our approach 

to traditional hospitality. The 

name Paradox aptly embodies 

the duality of this new genre of 

lifestyle-oriented hotels we are 

creating. We want every Paradox 

location to be true to its own set 

of contrasts and curiosities in 

tasteful and well-designed ways 

while remaining approachable, 

witty and fun.

What is Paradox?What is Paradox? What makes 
Paradox 
Lifestyle 
Centric?

What makes 
Paradox 
Lifestyle 
Centric?
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Hotel  
Design & 
Concept

Centrally located on the city’s West End, Paradox Hotel Vancouver is no ordinary building. 

Designed by a world-renowned Canadian architect and celebrated local luminary Arthur 

Erickson, the 69-story tower is Vancouver’s second tallest building and a landmark on the city’s 

skyline. The iconic twisting tower is stunning not only on the outside but also on the inside. The 

architectural twist rotates each floor to allow every room to have its own unique floorplan with 

distinct views looking out from the floor-to-ceiling windows. Paradox Hotel Vancouver rooms 

capture the city from every angle -- with cityscape views of Coal Harbour, Stanley Park and a 

stunning backdrop of mountains beyond the downtown core.    

Hotel  
Design & 
Concept
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WE’RE 
SERIOUS 
ABOUT 
HOSPITALITY 
BUT
NEVER
TAKE 
OURSELVES 
TOO 
SERIOUSLY

Carefully curated interiors and 
exteriors invite immersive experiences 

Paradox Vancouver breaks the mould of what 

you thought “luxury-lifestyle” meant in a hotel 

in a world full of mediocrity and sameness. A 

place that is both comfortable and eccentric, 

with an intimate sense of space and an 

atmosphere of chance encounters. 

Paradox Hotel Vancouver is a bold, modern 

take on upscale lifestyle and boutique hotel 

stays. We’re classic but not conservative; 

sophisticated but unpretentious. Carefully 

curated interiors and exteriors invite immersive 

experiences that are playfully refined but 

curiously unconventional. We’re serious 

about hospitality but never take ourselves too 

seriously. 

At every turn, our staff will go above and 

beyond to deliver more than just white-

glove service. We’re here to cultivate an 

atmosphere of social energy that engages 

your emotions and inspires you to seek out 

new experiences. Seamlessly woven into 

the design of our amenities and facilities 

are personal touchpoints that express our 

thoughtful and witty approach to hospitality. 
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...think of 
us not only 
as your host 
but your 
accomplice.

When you stay at Paradox Hotel Vancouver, think of us as your 

host and your accomplice – that “in-the-know” friend tugging 

you off the beaten path into uncharted territory. We’re strong 

supporters of living life on your terms (no judgement here) 

and not big on playing by the rules, but don’t worry, we won’t 

let you get into too much trouble. We’re collectively eclectic, 

eccentric and sometimes a little bit weird. We’ve got your 

backstage passes for all things Vancouver, your own personal 

portal to the city’s most exclusive venues and undiscovered 

gems.   

Located on the iconic Golden Mile of downtown Vancouver. 

We’re dangerously close to the city’s choicest retail therapy 

stops and offer easy access to our favourite spots inside 

and outside the Coal Harbour area. 

The Hotel 
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What you get

Some hotels confuse “boutique” with “bare bones.” Not us. Come 

to think of it, we may have made it a little too hard to leave the 

hotel. Perks abound, including a Chinese restaurant where haute 

cuisine and high design go hand-in-hand. Two chic lounges. A 

state-of-the-art gym and spa, an indoor pool and an outdoor 

Jacuzzi. 

VANCOUVER

What you get
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Paradox Hotel Vancouver is a boutique lifestyle 

hotel where cultured, yet laid-back hospitality 

invites immersive experiences that are playfully 

refined but curiously unconventional. From 

our high-design hotel rooms and suites to our 

curated amenities, we’re a step or two quicker 

than Vancouver’s usual boutique hotels. 

Fitness Centre:         State-of-art Fitness Centre 

with an array of Technogym 
® ARTIS equipment. 

Pool & Jacuzzi:      Indoor swimming pool and 

relaxing outdoor Jacuzzi. 

No breed too wild, no size too big! We hate to pick 

favourites, but our furry guests are our favourite 

guests; our pets are family, and we do not charge 

extra for them to stay with us.

Pet Friendly
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M O R E 
R E S I D E N T I A L 
T H A N  A  H O T E L
Paradox Hotel Vancouver pulls off the rare act of alchemy in blending high luxury 

with truly relaxed home-away-from-home hospitality. With a personal touch that 

feels more residential than a hotel, each room is a stunningly designed home base 

for the creative class, metropolitan nomad, and adventure-seeking urbanite.

The 147 rooms and suites at Paradox 

Hotel Vancouver are framed by an 

eye-catching, twisting tower designed 

by Arthur Erikson. The stylish modern 

décor is highlighted by floor-to-ceiling 

windows welcoming views of the 

Vancouver skyline. Owing to the hotel’s 

unique architecture, no two views are 

alike, but all are spectacular.  

The rooms are crafted to be an inviting 

respite from the urban bustle and 

envelop you with sophisticated touches 

like European oak hardwood floors and 

oversized beds with leather and chrome 

headboards. Nublado Italian marble 

bathrooms are decked out with heated 

floors, rain showers, FIG+YARROW 

bathroom amenities, and velvety cotton 

robes. 55 “ Samsung flatscreen TVs, 

bluetooth alarm clock speakers and 

Crestron® multi-lingual touchpads 

put you in control of fine-tuning your 

room’s ambience with automated 

blinds, roller-shades, lighting, and 

temperature. 

And because sometimes it’s just too hard 

to venture out, your minibar is stocked 

with premium liquors and wines and 

light bites sourced from Vancouver’s 

top snack purveyors. In-Room Dining, 

Karma Lounge, Mott 32, and Mansion 

Club are just a phone call away.  
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 ■  147 guest rooms, including 16 one-bedroom  
suites (connecting rooms are available to  
make two-bedroom suites). 

 ■  The iconic twisting tower was  
designed by the late Arthur Erickson. 

 ■ Floor-to-ceiling windows. 

 ■ Hardwood floors.

 ■ Italian marble bathrooms with heated floors. 

 ■ Victoria + Albert® free-standing soaker bathtub. 

 ■  Multi-lingual touchpad that controls  
electric blinds, shades, lighting & temperature. 

 ■  Flat screen LED Television with  
cable access and streaming capabilities. 

 ■ Ergonomically styled workspaces.

 ■ Bluetooth speaker and radio. 

 ■ Complimentary digital newspapers. 

 ■  Complimentary high-speed wireless  
and hardwire internet access. 
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A sense of design
Carefully curated interiors and exteriors reflect our edgy style. The dynamic,  
social energy engages your emotions and inspires you to seek out new experiences. 
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Our lower lobby offers not only an 

area of entertainment and relaxation 

but also an intimate space for business 

purposes. Our pool table and a 

foosball table offer you complimentary 

games to satisfy your playfully 

competitive side. On the other hand, 

you can enjoy a quiet and intimate 

space to catch up with your emails 

or curl up with a book in front of our 

fabulous fireplace. Our coworking 

space, with a 6-person conference 

table with built-in USB and power 

outlets and a 55-inch LED TV to display 

your screen on, is fully equipped with 

everything you need to host meetings 

and work remotely.   

Nestled in the heart of Vancouver’s 

scenic Coal Harbor and close to the 

trendiest retail shopping centers, the 

Paradox Hotel Vancouver offers a 

unique blend of style, comfort, and 

amenities. Making this the perfect 

location for business travelers and 

vacationers alike.  

We redefine what’s expected in a 

hotel, creating inspired architecture 

and interiors, and developing a unique 

sense of place that beautifully blends 

the concept of work and play.  

Work
& Play
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Rooms
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Cityscape King
Floor-to-ceiling windows transform your upscale Paradox Vancouver sanctum 

into a private urban theatre to savour the signs and sounds of the Vancouver 

rhythm and vibe.     

Experience the perfect mix of style and comfort in one of our Cityscape King 

rooms, offering floor-to-ceiling windows with sweeping views of the city. Each 

room also features a tech workspace and Italian marble bathroom with heated 

flooring and a walk-in rain shower.   

343-408 SQFT |  32-38 SQM 
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Paradox Signature King
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Paradox Signature King
The Paradox Signature King rooms blend upscale luxury 

with a truly relaxing home away from home. These rooms 

suit the most discerning tastes, featuring exquisitely 

crafted free-standing designer baths and generous curved 

balconies. Paradox Signature King rooms are sophisticated 

urban sanctuaries with custom-made furnishings, including 

Eucalyptus wood wardrobes, ergonomic workspaces, 

comfortable lounge chairs and outdoor seating areas.

533-687 SQFT |  50-64 SQM 
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Experience the unconventional art of luxury through 

living. The Paradox One Bedroom Suite was designed 

for laid-back luxuriating, featuring a fluid living 

space with floor-to-ceiling windows and hardwood 

floors throughout the living room, dining area and 

state-of-art full kitchen.   

Connecting room is available.   

Introducing the star of our show, the Paradox One 

Bedroom Suite, the most exclusive and exceptionally 

appointed suite at the Paradox Hotel Vancouver. The 

perfect place to wine, dine and wow guests or simply 

to luxuriate for an extended stay, with floor-to-ceiling 

windows and open light-filled living space. European 

Oak hardwood floors throughout are complemented 

by a spacious rounded balcony to soak in the city 

sights and sounds.

THE  
STAR  

OF  
OUR  

SHOW
Paradox One Bedroom Suite
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Paradox One Bedroom Suite

The Penthouse
French doors elegantly delineate the 

space for living, sleeping and spoiling 

in this magnificent private suite and 

form a gateway into the majestic master 

king bedroom and en-suite bathroom. 

Sensuously indulge in the suite’s heated 

marble flooring and Victoria & Albert 

free-standing luxury soaker bath with a 

floor-to-ceiling view of the Vancouver 

Coastal City skyline. 

Step out onto floors finished with Nublado 

Italian marble floors and Italian Gessi 

emporium bathroom accessories. Enjoy 

illuminant white granite dual Toto sinks 

with an oversized and sensuous double 

walk-in glass shower. These guestrooms 

are your own private serene urban mini-

spa and sanctuary to punctuate your day 

between your metropolitan and Vancouver 

Coastal Mountain adventures.   
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1,540 SQFT |  143 SQM 

Experience discerning taste and ease in the fully equipped 

kitchen with an award-winning Italian Arclinea kitchen system 

with Gaggenau appliances, granite kitchen countertops, an 

island with bar seating and a dining table for six. Continue the 

party in the open living room defined with a well-intentioned 

design, elegant wood accents and state-of-the-art technology 

perfect for entertaining. No area is forgotten or too small; your 

guests can enjoy the Relvinha limestone floor in the separate 

guest powder room. The suite is 1500 square feet on the 21st 

floor and luxuriously furnished. 

Paradox One 
Bedroom Suite
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Executive One Bedroom Suite 
Be entranced by the sweeping floor-to-ceiling windows that 

frame Vancouver’s magical city views and bathe your room 

in abundant natural light. These one-bedroom suites are 

meticulously designed with a well-intentioned living room and 

dining area. 

889-931 SQFT |  83-86 SQM 
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Executive One Bedroom Suite 
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Room Service

Housekeeping 
They say the devil is in the details, 

but we disagree -- we think the lit tle 

details matter because that’s where 

magic hides.

Our housekeeping team loves 

dreaming up ways to make your 

longer stays memorable and 

surprising. So whether it’s devilish or 

delightful, we like to keep things fun! 

Our in-room dining is brought to you by our 

friends at Karma Lounge, serving you Pacific 

Northwestern-inspired dishes prepared with 

locally sourced options. You’ll be able to 

explore all kinds of gastronomical possibilities 

while relaxing in the comfort of your room!
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Welcome to Xylia Natural Spa! Our 

mission is to create experiences that 

inspire you to live life to its fullest and 

feel renewed on all levels. Our spa 

features seven rooms of holistic healing 

arts, catering to all your wellness needs 

- physical, emotional, and spiritual. 

We provide a sanctuary for the mind 

and body, from massage therapies that 

relieve muscular tension to herbal teas 

made from organic ingredients. 

Step into a world of relaxation with Xylia Natural 
Spa, where we combine soothing sounds and 
fragrant scents to turn Vancouver’s hectic 
downtown into a haven of tranquility.
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Xylia  X  You

Attuned to the natural symphony of life, 

Xylia Natural Spa takes eastern and 

western massage techniques combined 

for a more fulfilling experience. With 

individuality in mind, we take an intuitive 

approach to our spa rituals to help you 

reach your goals of optimal well-being. 

Drawn from the ancient wisdom of well-

being and nature, we provide exquisite 

spa treatments inspired by the healing 

arts and massage techniques from the east 

and west. Treating each guest as unique 

and deserving, we take an intuitive and 

responsive approach to rejuvenating one’s 

natural energy flow through customized 

treatments. With this mindset, our 

treatments are truly effective in restoring 

one’s physical and mental well-being 

and aligning them with their goals for 

a flourishing life. And of course, all our 

products are natural and ethically sourced, 

100% organic, vegan, and cruelty-free.

 

BRAND FOREWORD
BY LENA WU

ULTIMATE 
RELAXATION 
An oasis for  
your mind,  
body, and  
soul!
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Xylia Services - Massage 
Facial & Massage | Manicure & Pedicure

Personalized Offerings  
From the start, guests experience personalized options for oils, 

treatments, pressure levels and points of focus for the massages. 

Guests enjoy a nice cup of seasonal fruit tea or fruit water upon 

arrival. The essential oils are handpicked seasonally and are 

rotated to suit the rhythm of the four seasons.

Massage  ServicesMassage  Services
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Personalized Massage   
Utilizing our holistic approach, we specialize in personalized massages tailored 

specifically to your needs. We offer a variety of techniques, including Swedish 

Massage, Eastern deep tissue, and sports massage. Combining these techniques with 

targeted stretching and pressure, our therapists can address any areas that need special 

attention, helping you feel refreshed and balanced on the inside and out.

Xylia Signature Massage   
At Xylia, we understand each guest is unique and requires personalized massage therapy. A customized 

relaxing therapy session awaits with our Signature Massage package, which combines the Swedish, 

Relaxation, and Lomi-Lomi techniques. The therapeutic pressure applied can be light to medium depending 

on the individual needs and specific areas of physical tensions. Your therapist will help you reach a state of 

body-mind balance by easing muscle tension and facilitating circulation throughout the body.
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Xylia Couples Massage 
Enjoy our signature and luxurious Couples Spa Suite with 

a Personalized Massage with your special someone and 

experience the benefits of resting, unwinding and relaxing 

together.  

Included is a Eucalyptus steam shower, both private and 

spacious for two, to begin this journey together. Our signature 

Couples Massage combines Deep Tissue, Swedish, and Sports 

Massage into an hour-long massage specially designed to be 

enjoyed together. It is deeply relaxing for both partners as we 

work on you simultaneously.  

It’s the perfect setting to connect physically and emotionally 

with each other to experience the closeness that brings two 

people closer as a couple.  

Our massage treatments combine eastern and western 
techniques with pure essential oils and aromatherapy 
to create healing physical, emotional, and spiritual 
balance. 

Xylia Natural Spa, named after 
the Greek word for ‘forest’, 
is a serene retreat from the 
hustle and bustle of downtown 
Vancouver. Step inside our 
calming environment designed 
to help you consciously 
connect with your inner zen 
and all its life-giving energy. 
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Facial Treatments    
At Xylia Natural Spa, we believe in the 

healing power of touch.  

Sometimes, you just need to disconnect 

from the noise to reconnect with your 

spirit and revitalize your mind, body 

and soul— we’ve created a serene 

space where you can do just that. 

Our facials help you feel relaxed, 

refreshed, and ready to conquer 

whatever life throws at you.  

Instead of using machines, at Xylia, we 

believe in physical and natural touch. 

Our facial exercises are designed to 

uplift tourmaline levels in your skin.  

Nail Lounge & Salon
Your feet are the foundation for your body. 

They carry you through life, and they deserve 

a lit tle pampering from time to time.  

At Xylia Natural Spa, we believe that 

pedicures should be more than just a way 

to get your nails done—they should be an 

experience. Our deluxe pedicure treatment 

includes a soothing aromatic soak in a 

jacuzzi foot bath followed by gentle, all-

natural scrub rich with oils and aromatherapy 

blends, callus care, and an extended 

hydrating massage. Your manicurist will 

file, shape, and groom your cuticles before 

finishing off your toes with a quick oil rub.   

Our intimate salon houses three oversized 

white leather enclaves so you can lounge 

and really sink into your pedicure treatment. 

Focused on quality and wellness, Xylia 

Natural Spa is committed to providing the 

best possible spa experience for our clients.  

Massage
Experience ancient healing traditions for 

ultimate rejuvenation and relaxation. With 

various treatments such as Hawaiian Lomi-

Lomi, Swedish approaches with our Xylia 

Signature treatment, and deep eastern 

holistic techniques featuring Indonesian, 

Ayurvedic, Chinese and pressure point and 

reflexology massages, we offer a one-

of-a-kind experience that will leave you 

feeling restored from the inside out.  
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Crafted to elevate hotel dining to another 

level, the restaurant and bars at Paradox 

Hotel Vancouver bring together haute 

cuisine and high design to inspire emotion. 

Our signature restaurant is Mott 32, one of 

the world’s top Chinese restaurants. Savour 

the traditional Chinese menu with a modern 

twist in an eye-catching refined dining 

space. Contemporary yet warm and inviting, 

Karma Lounge is the go-to gathering spot 

for Vancouver’s most stylish night owls. 

Mansion nightclub dials it up a notch or 

two in an 9,000-square-foot playground 

of soaring ceilings, state-of-the-art lighting 

and a pulsating sound system.

No matter which hangout 
you choose, colorful décor, 
eclectic style and a frisky 
spirit make our restaurant 
and bars a feast for all five 
senses. Come as you are, 
leave as a friend. 

Drinking 
& Dining
Drinking 
& Dining
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MOTT 32 REPRESENTS MODERN HONG KONG 

2014 TIME OUT HONG KONG – “MOTT 32 IS A MUST TRY”

ABOUT 

Located in the heart of Vancouver, Mott 32 represents modern Hong Kong and a new 
chapter of Chinese dining. Named after the famed convenience store on 32 Mott Street 
in New York, the restaurant captures the dynamism of NYC’s vibrant Chinatown. It is 
a restaurant that embodies the Chinese culture and philosophy that has been shaped 
from generation to generation. It embraces flavours and ingredients from around China 
and the world and delivers it as home cooking should be, in a more rustic and honest 
way. Farm-to-table cuisine is at the heart of the restaurant’s menu. Mott 32 meticulously 
sources the finest ingredients, allowing the authentic flavours to shine with delicacies 

derived from Cantonese, Szechuan, and Beijing cultures. 
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TRANSPORT ONESELF FROM THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
TO VIBRANT OLD HONG KONG WITH A LUXURIOUS MODERN TWIST.

2014 LIFESTYLE ASIA –
NO.1 IN HOT 10 RESTAURANTS IN HONG KONG

SPACE & DESIGN 

Mott 32 is designed collaboratively by award-winning interior designer Joyce Wang, 
and international F&B leaders Maximal Concepts.  

The journey, the story, the scenery, and every detail transports our guests to the old 
traditional Canton in a modern context making Mott 32 absolutely unique. It is a piece 
of 1920’s in the 21st century. The interior blends lofty New York industrial style with 
Chinese imperial elements seamlessly, imbuing the space with sleekness and elegance, 
punctuated by unexpected but unpretentious details. It tells the story of Hong Kong’s 

past, with hints and clues to the lives of the building’s imaginary former occupants.   
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SEMI-PRIVATE DINING ROOM

THE WHITE LOTUS

Designed by award-winner Joyce 
Wang, this private dining room is 
marked with hand-painted lotus 
calligraphy on the walls and a business-
sized table styled to mimic the imagery 
of small boats above the water. With 
a maximum capacity of 20 guests, 
this room is perfect for any special 
occasion or meetings that allow for 
greater privacy. This room is subjected 
to minimum spending along with a 21% 
auto-gratuity for events of 8 and more 

guests. 
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DINING ROOM

THE QING  
DYNASTY

Designed by award-winner Joyce 
Wang, this private dining room is 
decorated with warm & luxurious 
tones of red & gold commonly 
celebrated in the traditional 
Chinese culture. As guests enter 
the room, one will notice the finer 
detailing of antiquities & historic 
elements displayed all around. 
With a maximum capacity of 
7 guests, this room is perfect 
for more intimate festivities or 
business gathering that allows 
for greater privacy. This room is 
subjected to a minimum spending 
along with a 21% auto-gratuity 
for events of 8 and more guests.

PRIVATE DINING ROOM

THE LINDA LIN

Designed by award-winner Joyce 
Wang, this private dining room 
was named after one of Hong 
Kong’s earliest actresses that 
is celebrated internationally. It 
features distinct characteristics 
of classic cinematography 
throughout and a round family-
style table that seats up to 10 
guests comfortably. This room is 
subjected to a minimum spending 
along with a 21% auto-gratuity 
for events of 8 and more guests.

NEED HIGH RES
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DINING ROOM

THE BLUE JAZZ

Designed by award-winner Joyce 
Wang, this private dining room 
is illuminated by a beautiful blue 
marble quartz table with velvet 
seating and notes from the roaring 
20’s. With a maximum capacity 
of 7 guests, this room calls for any 
celebration or intimate business 
gathering that allows for greater 
privacy. This room is subjected to 
a minimum spending along with a 
21% auto-gratuity for events of 8 

and more guests.
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GROUP CHINESE 
EXECUTIVE CHEF

CHEF LEE  
MAN SING

Culinary Director Malcolm 
Wood and Chef Lee of Hong 
Kong have teamed up to create 
the Mott 32 menu with their 
combined years of experience. 
Malcolm Wood spent his 
younger years living in Taiwan 
before moving to Hong 
Kong and has always been 
passionate about the traditional 
recipes of Chinese home 
cooking that have been passed 
down through generations. This 
proved a winning combination 
with Chef Lee’s talent for 
producing some of Hong Kong’s 

favourite dishes. 

Chef Lee takes pride in understanding each 
ingredient as he adapts a contemporary 
approach when recreating authentic Chinese 
cuisine by sourcing fresh ingredients. 
“I usually source fresh ingredients from 
sustainable producers to maintain the 

quality of the food from both local and 
overseas suppliers,“ says Chef Lee. The 
menu at Mott 32 perfectly illustrates Chef 
Lee Man Sing’s masterful skills in creating 
authentic Chinese dishes. 
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RENOWNED 
DISHES 

Mott 32’s menu features a 
variety of sophisticated yet 
authentic Chinese dishes that 
draw heavily from Cantonese 
and Szechuan influences. 
Signature dishes include our 
42 Days Apple Wood Smoked 
Peking Duck, as well as a 
selection of dim sum made 

freshly by hand every day. 
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DIM SUM 

Our dim sum chefs source 
ingredients from all over the 
world to recreate traditional 
recipes using modern and 

creative cooking techniques. 

Chef Lee has captured Hong 
Kong’s attention with his soft-
boiled quail egg, cleverly 
placed inside a Kurobuta 
pork Siu Mai with black 
truffle. This small but powerful 
bite perfectly encapsulates 
Mott 32’s commitment to 
reconceptualising classic 

Chinese recipes. 
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BARBEQUE PLUMA 
IBERICO PORK 

Our Barbecue Pluma Iberico Pork with 
Yellow Mountain Honey uses premium 
ingredients to recreate a Chinese classic. 
Each cut of pork comes from top-grade 
Iberian pigs that are raised on a diet of 
acorns, grass and herbs, giving the meat 
a soft and succulent quality that is further 
emphasised by the traditional roasting 
methods employed by our barbecue 
chefs. The cooking process takes over 
40 minutes to complete, and includes 
multiple temperature adjustments to 
give the pork its signature smokey, 
charred exterior. A light glaze of Yellow 
Mountain Honey is brushed over the 
pork to finish, adding a final sweet and 

rich touch. 
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PEKING DUCK 

Our custom duck oven and 
special air-drying duck fridge 
are central features of the 
restaurant. We roast our ducks 
using both the Cantonese and 
Beijing methods, a process that 
takes 48 hours from start to 
finish. Due to this time-intensive 
process, our Peking ducks are 

only available by pre-order. 

Each duck is carved and 
presented with a traditional 
Royal Cut and served alongside 
a selection of accompaniments, 
including piping hot, freshly 
steamed pancakes, crunchy 
cucumber, scallions, raw cane 
sugar, fresh garlic sauce and 
house-made thick hoisin sauce. 
Each ingredient has been 
carefully chosen and prepared 
to best complement our Peking 
duck – eaten all together, 
they elevate this dish to a truly 

sumptuous level. 

85
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Combine crispy apple 
wood smoked skin with 
brown palm sugar; and 
succulent breast meat 
with Hoisin sauce with 
peanut and sesame 
sauce, cucumber and 
scallions. 

COMBINE 
Served with the thinnest  
steamed pancakes. 

Brown palm sugar, Hoisin sauce, 
peanut & sesame sauce, freshly 
sliced cucumber and scallions. 

Freshly sliced cucumber  
and scallions. 

Hand selected special breed ducks  
at 42 days old and 2kg in size. 

Prepared over 48 hours in our  
custom fridge and special marinading 
technique before finished in a brick 
oven smoked with Applewood. 

Hand sliced table side, using age 
old techniques with a special Mott 
signature cut to lock in all the juices. 

PREPARATION 

SERVED WITH
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QUALITY INGREDIENTS AND  
MASTERFUL PREPARATION 

Highly respected and well known within 
the Chinese culinary scene, Chef Lee Man 
Sing specializes in creating outstanding 
traditional Chinese dishes with western 
cooking techniques and elegant 
presentation. Chef Lee graduated with 
distinction from the Chinese Culinary 
Institute while attending the exclusive 
Master Chef level class despite being one 
of the youngest in his class at the time. 
Prior to earning his first Michelin-star for 

Mandarin Oriental, Chef Lee cooked for 
celebrities, international heads of state 
and government officials. He worked 
at the Fortune Room at The Hong Kong 
Jockey Club and Hoi Yat Heen at the 
Harbor Grand Kowloon before becoming 
the Head Chef for the Mandarin Oriental 
Hong Kong where he helped created an 
outstanding Michelin-starred Cantonese 
menu in 2012 with traditional favorites 
and seasonal specialties. 
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COCKTAILS AND WINE 

At Mott 32, we believe that innovative cocktails and 
meticulously sourced fine wines from around the 

world enhance a dining experience.  

Our signature cocktails are designed to complement 
our cooking and use ingredients commonly found 
in the wider Asia Pacific region, such as Osmanthus 
honey, infusions with Ginseng roots, goji berries, 
pomelo, air-dried tangerine peel, shiso leaves, star 

anise, cardamom and much more. 

Our wine list is a selection of fine wines from around 
the globe. Our philosophy is to deliver our guests 
value and best representation of each grape variety 
and wine region. Additionally, we have a focus on 
Bordeaux and Burgundy, offering a wider selection 
and remarkable vintages from the world’s finest wine 

regions. 
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Changing the way Vancouver views 

lounge entertainment, Karma Lounge 

presents a new era of socializing. This 

modern, warm, inviting, and high-

energy lounge will be the go-to meeting 

spot for Vancouver’s elite. Converging 

business professionals, local socialites, 

and visitors, this opulent lounge will 

soon be a destination for those looking 

for both an upscale meal and an even 

better party. Fully redesigned with 

added new features such as a 25ft wine 

fridge, fireplace, signature champagne 

fridges and DJ Booth providing all day 

entertainment.

Karma Lounge will be unlike any other 

venue found in Vancouver. The city has 

yet to experience a vibrant and high-

energy lobby bar and eatery- until 

now. Karma Lounge is what everyone 

has been waiting for. We aim to create 

an all-in-one hospitality experience & 

provide all guests with our signature 

and exclusive service.
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Carefully curated with the guest 
in mind, the Karma cocktail menu 
features classically inspired drinks 
with old guard guidance.  
Our classic cocktails with a twist 
intend to respectfully push the  
fold to perpetuate Vancouvers 
cocktail culture. 

Oud Wood
SIGNATURE COCKTAIL

Vancouver is a very versatile city in terms of having 

both the mountains and the oceans easily accessible 

within the same day, if not hours. This cocktail is built 

to encapsulate both elements of these two things. 

The herbaceousness of the green chartreuse that 

lends notes of pine sap and fresh citrus plays with 

the cedar that brings notes of sandalwood and 

clove. Imagine yourself in a forest and the aromatics 

encapsulating that moment.

The fresh coconut water and acid blend bring 

you to the sea, refreshing, sharp, and crisp air 

coming off the water. All coming together to bring 

a well balanced cocktail that best represents 

what Vancouver has to offer when it comes to the 

elements surrounding the city.

KARMA COCKTAILS
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THE FOOD

Karma will feature pacific rim inspired share plates showcasing fresh, local and sustainable 

ingredients. We take pride in being a ‘from scratch’ kitchen and making everything in house, 

from our maple glazed bacon to our desserts. Our lounge menu has something for everyone, 

keeping you fuelled into the night when this hybrid room blossoms into a space of revelry.
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The wine list at Karma Lounge aims to 
bring together some of the most iconic 
wines from the old and new world, 
allowing our guests from around the globe 
to choose from classic favourites or delve 
deeper into the flourishing Canadian wine 
industry, possibly for the very first time. 

We want to give everyone from Vancouver 
locals to international travelers the chance 
to discover a new bottle to love and to 
leave feeling like we have added a valuable 
experience to their passion for wine. 
As Karma grows into 
itself, the wine list will 
develop alongside and 
expand further into 
exciting regions, diverse 
varietals, and industry 
innovators championing 
sustainability and 
representation. 

GENERAL MANAGER
PAIGE STEWART

THE WINE

  Vancouver is a city that’s been built on an 

incredible social scene. It’s also a city that 

I’ve grown up in and one that I love with all my 

heart. It should come as no surprise then that when 

we set out to create the lounge concept we now know 

as Karma, we wanted it to be something that would 

enhance and contribute to this city’s unique culture.

 

Born and raised in Vancouver, with 12 years 

working in hospitality, I am thrilled to be bringing 

you Karma Lounge, which incorporates diverse 

and carefully crafted elements, including service, 

menu, design, cocktail and wine program that tell 

a complete story. With British Columbia being our 

home, we are excited to embrace it in all aspects, 

from highlighting local wines & crafting cocktails 

inspired by our west coast surroundings to designing 

a menu that features local & sustainable ingredients.

 

My journey with After Dark Hospitality began as their 

General Manager at our sister restaurant, WestOak, 

where I enjoyed numerous long-lasting connections 

with guests, team members, and our many regulars. And 

so, when building our team at Karma, we handpicked 

team members with the same passion and desire for 

establishing and building relationships within the 

West Georgia community and providing an incredible 

destination for business, socializing and relaxation.
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The multi-level nightclub in 

the hotel is set to provide 

unprecedented convergence of 

sight and sound with more than 

9,000 square feet of soaring 

ceilings, vibrant lighting, state-

of-the-art sound system, roof-top 

patio, and pool. 

With After Dark Hospitality ’s other 

locations known as hotspots for 

celebrities that include Drake, 

Justin Bieber, Post Malone, Migos 

and more, bringing Mansion 

Nightclub to the Paradox Hotel 

was the perfect pairing. 
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As one of western Canada’s leader in ultra 

high energy nightlife, Mansion is set to become 

the ultimate entertainment space providing 

guests with a completely immersive experience. 

Mansion’s dynamic weekend nights, pool parties, 

celebrity after parties, live entertainment, big 

name performances, corporate and private 

functions will bring you bumping shoulders with 

celebrities, international guests, locals, athletes, 

models and more.
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At Mansion we aim to push the boundaries of Vancouver nightlife with sophistication, 

celebration & style - what better way to do this than with Champagne? From Jay 

Z’s iconic ode to luxury with Armand de Brignac’s “Ace of Spades”, to 

lighting up the city after dark with Dom Pérignon Luminous, Mansion 

will exemplify a premium and luxurious experience. Expect 

curated champagne & spirits packages alongside 

dramatic service shows to accompany high 

energy local DJ’s and international 

performances. Feel like royalty 

at Mansion sipping on 

the Kings of wines.
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Aliquam magna ligula,sollici-
tudin at elementum id, tempus 
ut metus. Donec arcu urna, 
imperdiet ut turpis a, rutrum 
convallis est. Nunc et magna 
massa. Proin molestie elit non 
risus congue, at dignissim arcu 
tincidunt. In imperdiet augue 
nec urna ornare dapibus. 
Donec pharetra tincidunt 
tincidunt. 

Fusce vel nisl non ex hendrerit 
pretium sed quis libero. 
Vivamus consequat accumsan 
scelerisque. Ut turpis ligula, 
volutpat ut odio ac, interdum 
tristique orci. Sed ultrices, 
justo vitae tincidunt laoreet, 
arcu leo gravida ex, sit amet 
tincidunt velit ligula a purus. 
Phasellus egestas urna non 
augue condimentum, sed fac-
ilisis erat ullamcorper. Mauris 
vitae interdum nunc.
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Meetings & 
Events
Paradox Hotel Vancouver offers 
nine distinctive, high-style meeting 
rooms in the heart of downtown 
Vancouver. Plan an impressive 
conference, an unforgettable 
wedding, or an elegant special 
occasion with over 15,000  
square feet of sophisticated  
venues at your disposal.  

Meetings & 
Events
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Grand Ballroom
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English Bay Room
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Yaletown Room
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ROOMS TOTAL SQ FT
LENGTH X 

WIDTH CEILING RECEPTION BANQUET
CRESCENT 

(ROUND OF 6/8) THEATRE CLASSROOM
U-SHAPE  
(3 PER 6’)

HOLLOW 
SQUARE  
(3 PER 6’) BOARDROOM

THIRD FLOOR

GRAND BALLROOM 5,360 80’ x 67’ 17’ 500 360 240 / 320 500 270 - - -

• SOUTH BALLROOM 2,680 40’ x 67’ 17’ 250 180 120 / 160 240 130 60 66 -

• NORTH BALLROOM 2,680 40’ x 67’ 17’ 250 180 120 / 160 240 130 60 66 -

ENGLISH BAY ROOM 2,072 74’ x 28’ 11’ 200 140 84 / 112 200 120 63 72 -

• KITSILANO ROOM 672 24’ x 28’ 11’ 50 40 24 / 32 48 36 24 30 20

• KERRISDALE ROOM 672 24’ x 28’ 11’ 50 40 24 / 32 48 36 24 30 20

• SHAUGHNESSY ROOM 672 24’ x 28’ 11’ 50 40 24 / 32 48 36 24 30 20

• KITSILANO & KERRISDALE ROOM 1,344 48’ x 28’ 11’ 120 80 48 / 64 96 72 48 54 40

• KERRISDALE & SHAUGHNESSY ROOM 1,344 48’ x 28’ 11’ 120 80 48 / 64 96 72 48 54 40

FOYERS

• CENTRE FOYER 1,530 90’ x 17’ - - - - - - - - -

• GRAND FOYER 1,560 120’ x 13’ - - - - - - - - -

WRAP-AROUND TERRACE 3,982 - - - - - - - - - -

SECOND FLOOR

YALETOWN & COAL HARBOUR ROOM 1,191 - 9’ 100 70 42 / 56 - - - - -

YALETOWN ROOM 616 22’ x 28’ 9’ 50 30 18 / 24 48 27 21 24 18

COAL HARBOUR ROOM 575 23’ x 25’ 9’ 50 30 18 / 24 54 36 21 24 20

Capacity Charts
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